WE’RE LOOKING FOR

AN EXPERIENCED JAVA DEVELOPER

Developer on this position will assist in the design of software in accordance with business needs, write maintainable and well-tested code, take responsibility for delivery and maintenance of developed software. As an experienced member of the development team he will also coach and mentor others as needed.

YOU CAN
Make engineering decisions
Work on mission-critical systems (payments matching, accounting systems and workflow orchestrators)
Lead and mentor a talented team
Learn and challenge the status-quo

WE EXPECT
Mid to senior level Java experience
Interest in business logic
Fluent in English
A positive “Can Do Attitude”
Practical examples of what you have built

WE OFFER
Start-up mentality
Generous salary
Annual bonus
Cool office
Awesome team
Cute office dogs

If this is something that drives you, drop us an email at star@wisemedia.ee